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About This Game

With this game we try to challenge the player to finish the entire game with only 3 continues.

There are no save points so you have to make the entire run in one go.
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If you have friends (Or the internet) you can share cheat codes to skip some levels, but don't forget you will not get the
maximum amount of points and maybe not able to unlock certain achievements using cheat codes. The choice is yours.

With this game we're trying to get back to the old retro gaming age. Of course back in the time we didn't had Steam and it's
awesome features, so it's not completely back to the retro gaming age.

We try to make the game challenging as possible. Easy to learn to play, but you will need some skill to complete the game,
because the further you get in the game, the harder the challenges will be. At some point you will have less vision, or maybe

you're Blob will be upside-down.

Paying homage to games from the earliest days of video gaming, Blob From Out of Space is easy to play, but difficult to
complete 2D side scroller.

Blob is flying through space when his UFO gets shot down by a rocket and crash lands on an unknown planet. Blobs brother is
promptly captured by the planets evil leader and it's up to Blob to save him and to escape from the planet.

How the game plays is up to you. Each decision opens up a new path. Collecting diamonds opens up more choices, but with
them comes addition risk. With only 3 continues available and no save, risk is a bad thing! Discovered a cheat? Share it with

your friends, but use a cheat and you won’t get the maximum number of points. The choice is yours.

This game has:

Controller support

Local Co-op

Trading cards

Achievements

Special Blob powers
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Transform into enemies

Stick powers - slow down enemies

Wall jumping - jump against walls and jump again to reach places you were never able to reach without wall jumping

To make the game more challenging during the story we will be adding new gameplay features every update.

Gameplay features:

Over 100 levels including Dark levels (play with only a small amount of the screen visible); Vehicles levels (drive/fly a
vehicle and avoid explosions and bombs); Underwater levels (no jumping, but watch out for water creatures)

Great learning curve

Mini games - Diamond Rush and Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Challenge your friends in YOLO Mode

Play with friends in local co-op mode

Relaxing game modes:

Diamond Rush

Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Based on community feedback, we will be delivering regular updates including upside-down levels.
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Title: Blob From Space
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the blob from outer space. blob space station 13. tales from space about a blob (playable demo). another case solved blob from
space. blob from space demo achievement. blob from outer space. blob storage space. tales from space mutant blob. pizza blob
from spaceballs. blob simulator space boss. tales from space about a blob pc. blob overmind space station 13. blob database
space. tales from space about a blob wiki. blob space meaning. blob azure space. tales from space mutant blobs attack. blob data
space. tales from space about a blob. blob in space. tales from space about a blob pc download. blob feature space. blob space
informix. blob from space. blob of space. blob space mysql. tales from space about a blob ps3. tales from space about a blob
trophy guide

Played this at EGX Rezzed 2018 and had a blast. Ive bought this as its entirely worth 4.49 to buy the devs a pint. Theyre great
guys (Atleast the two at rezzed were).

Now for the game itself.

There are quirks that really need to be ironed out to make it a little more reliable in terms of feel\/physics but this is great start.

As I mentioned at Rezzed, Total wipeout mode isnt featured enough, there could be more side scrolling fun with this. You could
add wipeout with tire physics and it would be great! Keep the gangbeast-esque arena fighting though, its great. It just needs to
be more fluid. Some suggestions are below.

 - Have right stick control the rotation of the wheel. This will allow the forward backward motion of the wheel to be desigated to
left stick and right stick to control where the wheel points and flips to. Every person can use left and right sticks, its very limited
in terms of control currently. This simple addition could make the wheels a lot more controllable. At the moment they feel very
stiff or unreliable to maneuver and ram into people with

- Add more abilites. This one is a simple one. The abilities in atm like black hole are too overpowered and dont require any
effort really. Thye especially dont feel great. Possibly have something like sticky tires to make them easier to control, Ice behind
the tire to cause others to slide and tacs to cause others to loose full control of their wheels. The game is fun, make the abilities
shine here.

- Larger stages. For a tire based game, these stages need to be bigger. You dont get chance to move around properly and actually
appreciate the lovely mechanics behind being a wheel. Mainly due to it being hard to control the wheel or even affect the other
players. You dont get the chance to hit other people because youre too busy pushing yourself off the edge with the lack of
control. A larger surface to really get to know the arena would be great. Possibly have them domed so its like a beyblade arena.
This would make it much easier to wizz around the edge and swoop in to deliver a blow. THIS would be fun, square stages just
seem a tad out of place for whels. Curved surfaces pull people into the middle and make it feel better when you drop off due to
your own mistakes.

I think these would be nice additions to help the party feel for the game. I love the concept and its why ive bought it. The game
is a blast to play as a four. Direct the game into beybladey, total wipouty party fest. Its going great currently and im eager to see
where you take it basd on feedback :)

Keep it up guys!. Damn, that's amazing Arkanoid game! Tons of fun jokes, juicy blood, and hilarious sounds lol.

+Visuals: I simply love that visual style since the super trench attack, nothing to add here, it's great.
+Soundwork: Looks like those white balls you use contain brutal man inside, just listen to it xD, aside of that, music is nice.
+Gameplay: Various levels, + boss levels, secret passageways, build your own levels and all of that is in the Arkanoid game -
very nice.
+Multiplayer
+Cards
+Achievemets
+Cheap AF
-??????????????

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=897029964. Fast Paced, violent,challenging and simple.
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Akane is a bad♥♥♥♥♥game that sells it self way too short on it's 3.99 price tag. I'd argue Akane is of higher quality than most
10 dollar games on steam.

Definetly a steal at it's price and a blast of an experiance.

the only thing i want is more music for it.. The first section of the game was really confusing at first but with enough
perseverance you can get through it. Overall, it was a good game but I wish it was a little longer.
. The machine is a supreme body !. A really slow start (chapter 1-5) but the story progression picks up during the last half of the
game. It is not an action game but does provide a pretty epic feel during the opening and later part of the game (though, short).
Voice acting is kinda bad but decent at other times, but there are small moments towards the end of the game that are really cool
to experience in VR, because you're not just watching a story being told, you're experiencing the central characters journey and
emotions, that although are not anything exceptional, it still has an impact to experiencing it as the character does.

Music and sound effects are great and if you can stick past the first half of the game and not go into it expecting an action
adventure game, it's a pretty decently put together, story-driven VR experience that is rare right now. Give it a chance.. Rise to
Ruins is essentially a more shallow Rimworld set in a fantasy universe rather than sci fi.

Many of the elements are similar:

-Management of a colony\/colonies of settlers
-Constant encroachment of enemies
-Multiple types of buildings for housing, refining, production, etc
-Jobs are assigned and then tasks carried out automatically
-Difficulty increases as time goes on

However, most or all of these elements are executed in a more shallow, less interesting way. First of all, the depth of each settler
in RtR is far less. They have a fraction of the meaningul stats, they have no back story, and their only interactions with one
another is to become coupled and produce children.

Next, the variety of wild life and enemies is tiny by comparison, with animals only being represented by "doggos".

Next, tasks are assigned by assigning villagers to specific buildings. This is a more straightforward method of assigning tasks
than Rimworld's, but it also makes the finer points of management much more hands on, and not in a great way. The primary
reason for this is that (at least in my experience) the amount of buildings you need to produce everything actually outpaces how
many villagers you have. And since you can only assign a villager to a single building, you have to micromanage worker counts a
LOT. This becomes pretty painful as time goes on, and since you don't even have a lot of direct control over the various tasks
(You kinda do, but it's really finnicky) that workers in a single building are responsible for, it often feels hopeless. There are
long periods of time when a task you assigned has gone unfinished, with no clear explanation why. The weird part about this is
that the developer intelligently combined worker pools for related buildings like trash collectors, which can be generally
assigned amongst trash cans, trash dumps, and trash burners without having to individually assign workers to each building. But
then other connected trees like mining -> stone cutting -> forge, etc are disconnected. Kinda odd decision making imo.

All in all it's a good game and worth a try if you like management simulations, especially if it's on sale. I'd give it a 7.5\/10.

Main issue is that it just makes me want to go play Rimworld.. how can i get this song ?
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I enjoyed the scenario that came with this, but the new building hasn't done much for me. I still think it's a good DLC pack to
buy though. Just not the first one i'd choose, if I was picking between them all.. Could not pick up my ski poles on the Oculus
rift. Payed and could not play the game.. I don't know what I expected honestly, but it definitely wasn't this. It took all of 20
minutes to finish the game... 5 times...
The puzzles are a joke, the horror is a joke, it seems like someone was bored at night and decided to try making a game. Which,
I mean, is no problem and I enjoyed getting all the endings but... to charge money for this? No. Ultimately, I can't recommend it
because it's just not worth paying for.. Pretty good single player poker game. You can safely ignore the donkeys saying this is
rigged.. Just got the game. Having played Ashes of Kanaka, I am excited to pick up the game to get a chance to go back into the
Ashes Universe. I want to try this game out to see of I can get pulled into the atmosphere and get a great experience.

Can't wait to get started!. I'm really sad, I was really interested to play all this game. But I was doing a mission and the game
crashed and told me to start from scratch so I discovered the truth, at that point I did not accept it and I continued, and the game
crash more.
I'm sad to have such a good game, but with a little community, with exactly zero people playing today, a game that has a lot of
potential, but it did not have to pay attention.
The game is good, the story is good, I did not finish what I saw is really interesting, but because of bug and crash, I will not
continue.

Estou realmente triste, estava muito afim mesmo de jogar todo esse jogo. Mas eu estava fazendo uma missao e o jogo crash e
me falou para come\u00e7ar do zero para eu descobrir a verdade, nesse ponto eu nao aceitei e continuei, e o jogo crash mais.
Fico triste tendo um jogo tao bom, mas com pouca comunidade, com exatamente zero pessoas jogando atualemente, um jogo
que tem muito potencial, porrem que nao teve a divida aten\u00e7\u00e3o.
O jogo \u00e9 bom, a historia e boa, nao terminei mas pelo que vi \u00e9 realmente interessante, mas por causa de bug e crash,
nao vou mais continuar.. Good game, just the first hour or so it broke, how? Well it won't let me place anything, even if i re load
the game, and it forces me to unlock everything again.

Mana Potion studios and/or Unity please fix these glitches.

Other than the glitches, its a good game, just I don't exactly suggest buying it while the glitches are still about. So I recommend
this game.. Why was this game so underrated? i mean there are a couple minor glitches..... but you still have hentai.... right?.
Unfortunately this game is a bit disjointed with bad/repeatitive voice acting. If you don't do everything in order you end up
having to do unlogical things in order to progress the story. There are only 6 puzzles that I can remember in the entire game. The
sequels to this game, Still Life and Still Life 2 are much better. If you decide to play Post Mortem just get a walk through and
get it over with :). Grand Theft Auto Five is the sequel to the highly acclaimed Simpsons Hit and Run. In Story Mode, you can
play as three characters: CJ from San Andreas but not really, the guy from Redneck Rampage, and Nick from Left 4 Dead 2.
The game features tons of action-packed missions, including robbing banks, stealing government secrets, and basically playing
Payday 2 by yourself. San Andreas is a huge open world for you to explore, and features tons of open world areas, such as the
Los Santos, a desert, some mountains, an ocean, and the town from Life is Strange. You can drive hundreds of vehicles based on
real models and\/or vehicles stolen from films and TV, all rebranded to avoid copyright lawsuits. In GTA Online, enter a world
full of 10 year old children and 45 year old men, and get constantly attacked by people who spent their life's savings on in game
currency. Grind missions for hours to make minute amounts of cash and watch XX_420_GAMER_XX wreck you for the
fifteenth time with a flying rocket-launching motorcycle he owns because he stole his mother's credit card. Play for hours on
end, until you realize you could have just bought Garfield Kart instead.
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